SUSTAINABLE HUDSON VALLEY

2019 ANNUAL REPORT
A Message From Our Executive Director
Friends This has been a year of community building and collaborative progress in the regional climate
solutions movement. Inspired by the 100 climate solutions and “just do it” spirit of Project
Drawdown, SHV has worked with partners like NYSERDA, the New York Library Association, and
Omega Institute to bring together a Hudson Valley Climate Solutions Network that reaches a wider
public than any of us could alone. Through local presentations, conferences, technical forums,
media and personal conversations, we have been building understanding of the climate crisis and
the solutions at hand.
Our outreach program has helped hundreds of people to switch to renewable energy and electric
transportation. Our HeatSmart program brought education on renewable heating and cooling
technologies into local communities along with hot cider and chili. We’re proud to have launched
an innovative program to train car dealers on the benefits and selling points of EVs, and have
worked with a multi-state coalition to highlight EV-friendly tourist sites in the Valley. With the
New York Metropolitan Transportation Council, we produced a well-received forum on electric
transit and school buses for Putnam County officials. We advanced a conversation on climate
resilience through a Drawdown discussion series at the Kingston Library. We began the year with a
forum at Ulster County’s Legislative Chambers on refrigerants, the most potent greenhouse gases
and a complex management challenge. As the year came to a close, the community came together
in an August strategy session, the September Climate Solutions Summit and October Drawdown
Learn conference, with SHV facilitating discussions of regional climate action planning and green
jobs.
Also this year, we worked on a truly innovative plan to help the first New York community achieve
a full transition to renewable energy for residents and businesses as well as government
operations. The Marbletown 100% Renewable Action Plan was shared with the community in a
forum with keynote speaker Tim Guinee, leader of the Hudson Valley’s Climate Reality Project.
Moving into 2020, we will be presenting this plan to the Town Board and engaging the community.
We remain ahead of the curve, and thrive thanks to your support.
Melissa Everett, Ph.D.Executive Director
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Program Highlights
100% Renewable Action Plan

Sustainable Hudson Valley has been working with the
Marbletown Environmental Conservation Commission on an
innovative, actionable strategy to get to 100% renewable energy
in the coming decade(s). We have estimated load, identified
options, settled on the strategies and above all, figured out how
to engage the community. ECC Chair Tom Konrad created an
empowering framework, “Ten Cost-Effective Steps to Shifting to
100% RenewableEnergy” to help people get on the path to
renewables by starting with actions that save money. We will be
launching a pledge campaign with abundant technical assistance
to build participation.
Green Living
The Clean Power Guide, our signature consumer education
publication, reached over 100,000 readers with practical
information and inspiring case studies about renewable energy
for everyone. We produced three Clean Power Expo events with
community partners in Marbletown, Beacon and Rhinebeck.

100,000 + residents
educated
18 mentions in various
media sources
150 electric vehicle
sales
12 car dealerships
trained
21 special events and
presentations

Refrigerants
We continued calling attention to the “invisible opportunity” of
refrigerant gases – some of them thousands of times more potent
greenhouse gases than carbon dioxide. SHV has helped to form
New Yorkers for Cool Refrigerant Management, a working group
of experts, advocates and local officials that has been studying
the need and identifying multiple opportunities for action. The
group launched at a January forum in the Ulster County
Legislative Chambers attended by officials from three counties.
Give it Some Juice: Mainstreaming Electric Transportation,
Heating and Cooling
A key to climate protection is reducing energy waste and radically
improving efficiency, and a key to that is electrification. Electric
heating and cooling through heat pumps, electric transportation,
and renewable electric power are 30 - 40% more efficient than
fossil-fueled counterparts. This will be a transformative change
at every level, from technology and the grid to consumer choices.
Sustainable Hudson Valley is taking leadership in education and
preparation for this shift.
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Program Highlights (cont.)
Two projects funded by the New York State Energy Research and Development Authority
(NYSERDA) were priorities in 2019:
HeatSmart Ulster-Sullivan has brought education and group purchase incentives on air source
and ground source heat pumps and heat pump water heaters. From a friendly food-filled forum
in New Paltz to a rigorous technical seminar for Saugerties, we brought educational resources
into leading communities with partners like local Climate Smart Commissions.
Drive Electric Hudson Valley concentrated this year on the EV supply chain. Our research
showed that only about half of the dealerships authorized to work with the state’s Drive Clean
Rebate actually had electric vehicles on their lots. Multiple studies have shown that car dealers
still misunderstand EVs and see them as a threat to service revenues rather than a business
opportunity. We reached out to dealerships and found a dozen, throughout the region, that
we're ready to learn. Seth Leitman, Drive Electric’s program manager and a high-profile social
media presence, delivered energetic trainings and followed up with mentoring to move cars with dealerships like Ruge Chevrolet and Rockland Hyundai rapidly selling out their inventory.
We also worked with the New York Metropolitan Transportation Council (NYMTC) to help
municipal and school district officials understand the state of electric transit and school buses.
Working with transit bus expert Judah Aber and electric school bus advocate Tevin Grant, we
produced a well-received forum in Putnam County.

Putnam County EV Forum (Left to Right): Tevin Grant, John Markowitz, Melissa Everett, Seth Leitman, and
Judah Aber
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Program Highlights (Cont.)
Resilience: Surviving, Thriving and Leading
The Hudson Valley is already feeling extreme
weather and seeing the beginnings of sea level
rise associated with climate change. SHV is
approaching resilience in a holistic manner to
tackle heat waves, storm and flood protection,
energy security, and local leadership to tackle
these issues in a way that produces co-benefits.
A park that is designed to disperse flood waters,
a garden planting that protects streetscapes while
providing seating, pervious streetscapes that also
calm traffic - these are some strategies
catalogued by SHV’s Resilient Places program
consultant Cynthia Nikitin. We were thrilled to
be awarded funding from the National
Endowment for the Arts, in partnership with the
prestigious MASS Design Group, to develop a
workshop on resilience for the Northside
Collaborative, a community coalition in
Poughkeepsie. This pilot will be the basis of a full
program going forward.

Above: Hoboken's approach to green infrastructure for
flood management and public seating

2019 Income Statement
January 1st, 2019 to December 31st, 2019

Regional Climate Action Planning
In 2019, New York passed the landmark Climate
Leadership and Community Protection Act,
committing the state to carbon free electric
power by 2040 and an 85% cut in emissions by
2050. Sustainable Hudson Valley has been calling
for a new level of regional coordination to plan
the contribution of our communities, businesses,
institutions and residents. This year we began a
partnership with the Hudson Valley Regional
Council - a Council of Goverments representing
the seven counties - to analyze progress, needs
and opportunities and build support for a
Regional Climate Action Plan. In September, we
organized a standing-room-only workshop at the
Hudson Valley Climate Solutions Summit. Mark
Lowery of the NYS Office of Climate Change
presented the latest on the internal organization
of the state’s work to implement the CLCPA, and
SHV’s Executive Director Melissa Everett
presented a regional vision to complement the
state’s.
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Comings and Goings
M. Elias “Eli” Dueker joined SHV’s board. He is an Assistant Professor in the
Environmental and Urban Studies and Biology programs at Bard College, and
Director of the Bard Center for the Study of Land, Air and Water. B.A., Rhodes
College; M.A., M.Phil., Ph.D., Columbia University; postdoctoral research at
Queens College, City University of New York, and Lamont-Doherty Earth
Observatory of Columbia University. Additional studies at Center for Microbial
Oceanography and Columbia University’s Ecology, Evolution, and Environmental Biology post
baccalaureate program. Recipient of grants and awards from Hudson River Foundation, Janet
Holden Adams Fund, others. His work has been published in Environmental Science &
Technology, Bio-geosciences, Science of the Total Environment, and Final Reports of the
Hudson River Foundation Tibor T. Polgar Fellowship Program. The former executive director of
Project Underground, an international environmental and human rights organization, Eli has a
strong commitment to environmental and racial justice.

Julia Farawell has joined the staff as Administrative and Communications
Coordinator. A 2018 graduate of SUNY New Paltz, she has experience
contributing to local nonprofit organizations and campaigns centered around
issues of sustainability, consumer advocacy, civic engagement, and voter
mobility. Julia served on the Board of Directors for the New York Public Interest
Research Group (NYPIRG) from 2017-2018. She has assisted in communications
and outreach efforts of political campaigns, drawn most to those focused on environmental
justice.

Sustainable Hudson Valley, Inc
Info@sustainhv.org
7 Livingston St., Rhinebeck, NY 12572
PO Box 3364, Kingston NY 12402
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